Questions for Consideration

A number of questions, including (but not limited to) the following are raised as the guiding threads for this symposium:

- How can education help in preparing people subjected to forced migration?
- How can children experiencing forced migration be provided viable options for education during transitions?
- How do migrants’ complex, intersectional identities and objective conditions affect their migration experiences?
- What are the dimensions of comparative education that can be put to use for the benefit of migrants?
- Which regions, countries and communities in the world are exemplars for researching the comparative aspects of education for migrants?
- How can comparative education help promote the values of shared humanity so as to avoid forced migration?

The agenda of this symposium is to have collective deliberations on the various facets of the migration challenge and explore how comparative education may offer pragmatic solutions to some of them, especially pertaining to children.

Extended Deadline for 300 words abstract submission in English (Microsoft Word) through this link (you will need to open a new free Easy Chair account as an author even if you used Easy Chair for other conferences earlier): 15 Dec. 2018

Selected full papers (6000 words) will be considered for publication in: Global Comparative Education: Journal of the WCCES

www.theworldcouncil.net

Selected short papers (3000 words) will be considered for publication in: World Voices Nexus: The WCCES Chronicle www.worldcces.org

An edited book manuscript will also be considered; more information will be communicated to conference attendees during and after the event. For more details, please visit the webpage: https://www.worldcces.org/wcces-symposium-geneva-14-15-jan-2019.html

Thanks to our sponsors, there is no registration fee for this event. However, it is mandatory to complete the RSVP at: goo.gl/forms/v3BWiu3rJ33r8952 and email a copy of your passport with city/ country of Swiss consulate latest by 5 Dec. 2018 for UNESCO IBE to send a Note Verbale directly to the consulate supporting your Schengen visa application at: symposium@wcces-online.org